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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY OF THE 1995 SAINT CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY SURVEY FOR THE ST. CLOUD DAILY TIMES
The SCSU Survey is an ongoing survey research arm of the Social Science Research
Institute in the College of Social Sciences at St. Cloud State University. The Survey
began Fall, 1980 and does local and state telephone surveys for a variety of clients.
During May 14-17, 1995 the Survey conducted a survey of St. Cloud area adults for The
Saint Cloud Daily Times. The following is a description of the methodology used to
conduct the survey.
Directors of the survey are Dr. Steve Frank, SCSU Professor of Political Science and Dr.
John Murphy, SCSU Professor of Sociology (Dr. Murphy is on sabbatical). Dr. Robert
Johnson, SCSU Director of Minority Studies, serves as a consultant in the design of the
questions and data interpretation. Ms. Sarah Rogers who is one of six student survey
directors serves as interviewer supervisor.
About twenty trained, supervised and paid SCSU students conducted the actual
interviews. They were monitored by Ms. Rogers and Steve Frank. All calls were made
from the SCSU Survey Research Laboratory. The survey was administered between May
14-17. The instrument was pretested May 7-9 and revisions were made.
The area was divided into zip codes areas with the goal of obtaining 500 completed
responses. As the zip codes are not equal in population the samples were drawn
proportionally to population in each zip code. Several steps were taken to insure that the
telephone sample of area adults eighteen years of age or older is representative of the
area' s population. Survey Sampling Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut prepared the random
digit sample of telephone numbers. Random digit dialing makes available changed, new,
and unlisted numbers. Drawing numbers from a telephone book may skip 30%+ of area
households. Within each household the particular respondent was determined in a
statistically unbiased fashion. This means that the selection process alternated between
men and women and older and younger respondents. Few substitutions were allowed. So
as to reach hard-to-get respondents each number was called up to five times over different
days and times and appointments made as necessary to interview the designated
respondent at her/his convenience. Most calls were made after 5:00 p.m. Daytime calls
were made on May 15-17 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in order to reach some very hard-to-get
respondents.
The sample consists of 619 completed interviews. In samples of 619 (less after
weighting) interviews the sample error due to sampling and other random effects is
approximately plus/minus 4% at the 95% level of confidence. This means that if one were
to have drawn twenty samples of the area and administered the same instrument it would
be expected that the overall findings would be greater/lesser than 4% only one time in
twenty.
·
However, in all sample surveys there are other possible sources of error for which
precise estimates cannot be calculated. For sub samples such as sex the sample error may
be larger.

The demographics of the sample appear to match census and other known characteristics
. of the area very well. The samples is weighted for sex (variable name=Q48SEX). As is
characteristic of telephone surveys females are slightly over sampled. The overall
percentage of females for the sample before weighting is 55% (52% after weighting)
compared to about 52% in the area.
The cooperation rate of the survey is 60%. This is about seven percenrage points above
the national average and six percent for the Midwest region when done by professional
marketing firms. Cooperation rate means that once an eligible household was reached
about two-thirds of the respondents agreed to participate in the survey.
The total survey consists of forty-nine variables. Additional material on the survey's
methodology and findings are available by contacting Dr. Steve Frank at Saint Cloud
State University.
Call Breakdown
619
236
66
124
410
83
138
90
19
3
1788

completed calls (less after weighting)
not working numbers
not eligible (respondent not available during the period of the study,
language problem, illness, etc.)
appointments made for callbacks but contact could not be made with
designated respondent
refusals (there was some attempt to recontact and convert refusals)
answering machines and live contact could not be made even after four
calls
business phones
no answers (probable non-working numbers but some may be households
on summer vacation)
other-partial, interviewer mistake, etc.
busy-probably not working
number of total calls placed

STEVE FRANK IS A MEMBER OF THE MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH (M.A.P.O.R.) AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH AND SUBSCRIBES TO THE CODE OF ETHICS
OF THE A.A.P.O.R.

COMMUNITY AND RACIAL CONCERNS: AN ANALYSIS OF
SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTION ANALYSIS
NOTE: SOME RESULTS FOR GROUP BREAKDOWNS ARE BASED ON SMALL N'S
AND SHOULD BE INTERPRETED CAUTIOUSLY. ALSO, WHEN COMPARING WHITES
VERSUS NON-WHITES REMEMBER THERE ARE ONLY 18 TOTAL NON-WHITES IN
THE SAMPLE. IF LARGER NUMBERS OF NON-WHITES COULD BE OBTAINED WE
BELIEVE THERE MIGHT BE BETWEEN GROUP DIFFERENCES AMONG MINORITIES
AND SURELY THERE WOULD BE WITHIN GROUP DIFFERENCES AS FOUND IN THE
LARGER POPULATION (FOR EXAMPLE YOUNGER ASIAN-AMERICANS V. OLDER
ASIAN AMERICANS).
Some comparisons are made to other studies. These include the General Social Survey from
the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago, discussed in more detail
below; the Southern Focus Survey by the University of North Carolina, which is an annual
survey done in about eleven southern states; a February 1995 Minnesota Poll by the Star and
Tribune; and a January 1991 SCSU Survey. The latter consists of two random digit dial
telephone surveys administered at the same time. One resulted in about 400 responses from
residents of the St. Cloud area and the other about 380 Twin Cities metropolitan area
respondents. Theses contained many questions relating to respondent's attitudes toward the area
in which they live and where appropriate some responses are cited.

01.) All in all, do you think things in your local community or area are generally going in the right direction, or do
you feel things have gotten off on the wrong track (A REA OR COMMUNITY MEANS WHAT THE

RESPONDENT THINKS-DO NOT DEFINE)?

Over two thirds of area adults (68%) state things in their local area are generally going in the
right direction. As has been found in other areas, local residents are much more positive about
their local area than they are about the direction of the state and country. The 1991 SCSU survey
found 78% of St. Cloud area residents said right direction compared to 75% of Twin Cities
metro area residents. A February 1995 Minnesota Poll found 72 % of Minnesota adults believed
their community was headed in the right direction.
{Generally statistical significance in this study refers to chi square differences. !fa finding
could occur less than five times in a hundred we say this is statistically significant and not likely
to occur by chance. However, a finding can be significant and not particularly strong. !
Although the overall age differences are not statistically significant there are some differences
between the youngest and older respondents as area residents between 18-44 years of age (74%+
say right direction-19% wrong) are more upbeat about the direction than are older residents (5564 year olds-31 % say wrong direction). However, there are few differences between newer
residents and those who have lived here for a longer time. Respondents with a high school or
less educational level are a bit less positive but this is not statistically significant. About three
fourths of whites state right direction compared to 1/2 of non-whites (50% right directionbeware of small N's). However the latter is about even with whites as to wrong direction.

02.) Thank you. What do you think is the single most important problem facing your local area or community
today? [PROBE FOR ONE SPECIFIC RESPONSE]

In an open-end question as to what is the single most important problem facing their local area
there is no one majority or even strong plurality concern. There are a wide variety of seventy
problems that we have grouped into eleven categories. The top concern mentioned by about two
of ten respondents is the combined category of crime/drugs and violence but this is 22%. This
concern appears to be increasing over the years (roughly 11 % in 1989 --22% today) but is still
less than found in most metropolitan areas. The 1991 SCSU Survey found about 10% of St.
Cloud area residents gave responses related to crime/violence/safety compared to 21 % of Twin
Cities metro area residents. A problem mentioned by one of ten respondents was issues relating
to juveniles/gangs and teens. This is an area of growing concern for area adults and was barely
mentioned in past years. There is little difference between demographic groups.

03.) Our next series of questions deal with some issues relating to your local neighborhood. Do you belong to any
group that tries to solve individual or commu·nity problems?

Two of ten area adults (20%) belong to a group that tries to solve individual and community
problems. This is an almost exact match (perhaps a bit higher) than is found nationwide.
Younger residents (18-24 only 5%) and renters (11 %) are much less likely to belong to a group
that tries to solve individual or community problems as contrasted to residents forty five and
older (25%) and home owners (24% ). The percentage of renters in St. Cloud is much higher than
surrounding areas and for the state average. The percentage of home ownership in the state is
about 72% and 69% in the local area sample. In zip code 56301 it is 41 % and 68% for zip code
56303. In committees surrounding St. Cloud the average is around 85%. This may have
. implications for the success of city residents and officials trying to cope with various issues.

C:HART.FOURABOUT: HERE
04.) Thank you. I'm going to read several statements that relate to local communities and ask you to please tell me
if you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statement. The first is-people in this
community really work hard together to get things done (REREAD CATEGORIES AS NECESSARY).

Over three of four area adults agree that people in their area work together to get things done
(8% strongly agree and 70% agree). There are few categories that indicate much if any
differences among various groups except for students who are more likely to state that residents
do not work together to get things done.
05.) I feel very much that I belong in this community.

Almost nine of ten respondents ·(86%) strongly agree or agree that they belong to the
community in which they live. This is almost exact match to a recent statewide MN. Poll that
asked the same question and found 82% feel they belong to the community in which they live.
The 1991 SCSU Survey determined 87% of St. Cloud area residents believe they belong
compared to 85% of Twin Cities metro area residents. There are differences between the ages
and length of residence. A significant difference is 71 % of 18-24 year olds feel they belong

compared to 91 % of those twenty-five and older. Those who have lived here longer are a bit
more likely to believe they belong to their community.

06.) This used to be a better community to live in.

Area adults are about evenly divided as to whether or not this used to be a better community in
which to live. About four of ten agree (41 % agree with the statement) while almost the same
amounts disagree (43%). No major differences are found in the demographic groups.

07.) At the present time, are you satisfied to stay where you are or would you like to move away from the St. Cloud
area?

Eight of ten area adults (81 %) would like to stay in the St. Cloud area which is an almost exact
match to a 2/1995 MN. Poll question finding (79% would like to stay in their community). The
1991 SCSU Survey found 22% of St. Cloud area would like to move compared to 27% of Twin
Cities metro area residents. There are some demographic differences. A significant difference is
younger respondents are much more likely to indicate they would like to move (38% for 18-24
yr. olds) compared to 4% of those 65 and older. 52% of students and 30% of those with
combined household incomes of $10,000 or less would like to move. 32% in zip code 56301
would like to move. Although the N's are small there are some racial differences as 18% of
whites indicate they would like to move compared to 38% of non whites.
Questions 8-23. These are an adaptation of questions used on a national level by the National
Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the University of Chicago for about twenty years and are
widely cited in a variety of academic and policy research. Their questions are aimed only for
African-Americans. We took the same questions but also asked them for Native Americans,
Latinos/Hispanics, and some Asian groups.

On a national average Blacks or African Americans have worse jobs, income, and housing than
white people. Do you think these differences are: Mainly due to discrimination? (same question
then used for Native Americans, Latinos/Hispanics, and some Asian groups).
About 113rd of area adults (35%) believe this condition is due to discrimination for African
Americans and the figures are about the same for each of the four groups. This is a bit less than
found nationwide for African Americans in 1994 (43%). There are some demographic
differences mainly found with education (x@ significance=.007 and to a lesser extent length of
residence, age and occupation with younger respondents more likely to state it is due to
discrimination. Over one third of respondents with a four year college degree or less agree while
for the six percent of the area population that have a graduate degree (62%) agree. For AfricanAmericans about 1/2 of residents' 18-24 agree (51 %) compared to about 30% for all other age
groups. 63% of students agree compared to 56% of "higher status professionals" such as
doctors, lawyers, college professors and 14% of residents who are skilled blue collar workers.
Older residents are slightly less likely to agree with this statement. Similar patterns are found for .
the other three minority groups.

On a national average Blacks or African Americans have worse jobs, income, and housing than
white people. Do you think these differences are: Because most Blacks have less in-born ability
to learn? (same question then used for Native Americans, Latinos/Hispanics. and some Asian
groups).
Nationally 13% of Americans agree with the statement for African Americans. As indicated by
the accompanying chart 7% of area adults agree with this statement for African Americans, 8%
for Latinos and Native Americans and 6% for some Asian groups. Significant differences are
found for education and age. 15% of local residents age fifty-five years.of age and older agree
with this statement for African Americans compared to 4% of those 18-24 years of age. Almost
half of area residents with nine years or less of education (46%) agree with this for African
Americans while 54% of the same groups agree for Latinos. About 5% or less of higher
educated respondents tend to agree. For African Americans 6% of residents who live here five
years or less agree compared to 11 % of those who live here forty or more years. Similar patterns
are found for all minority groups.

On a national average Blacks or African Americans have worse jobs, income. and housing than
white people. Do you think these differences are: Because most Native Americans don't have
the chance for education that it takes to rise out of poverty? (same question then used for Native
Americans, Latinos/Hispanics, and some Asian groups).
Nationwide 51 % of Americans agree with the statement for African Americans. As indicated
by the accompanying chart 43% of area adults agree with this statement for African Americans,
47% for Latinos, 39% for Native Americans and 36% for some Asian groups. There are few
demographic differences with the possible exception of whites versus non whites and education
levels. For example, 47% of whites agree for Latinos compared to 75% of non whites but
remember the non white N is small. College graduates are more likely to agree. Similar patterns
are found for all minority groups on this question.

On a national average Blacks or African Americans have worse jobs. income, and housing than
white people. Do you think these differences are: Because most Asian Americans just don't have
the motivation or will power to pull themselves up out of poverty? (same question then used for
Native Americans, Latinos/Hispanics, and some Asian groups).
Nationally about one-half (52%) of Americans agree with the statement for African
Americans. As indicated by the accompanying chart 39% of area adults agree with this statement
for African Americans, 33% for Latinos, 40% for Native Americans and 25% for some Asian
groups. This is an area that local residents distinguish between the groups, especially for the
category of some Asian groups. There are significant differences by age, length of residence and
education with age appearing to be the best predictor. 63% of local residents age 65 and older
agree with this statement for African Americans _c ompared to 25% of those 18-24. For Asian
Americans 49% of local residents age 65 and older agree with this statement as contrasted to
25 % of those 18-24. About two thirds (65 %) of area residents with nine years or less of
education agree with this for African Americans compared to 12% of residents with a graduate

1

school education. For African Americans 6% of residents who live here five years or less agree
while a sizable minority (46%) of those who live here forty or more years agree.

24.) During the past year, would you say race relations in your local area have improved, would you say they've
gotten worse, or would you say they've stayed about the same?
25.) And what about during the past JO years, would you say race relations in your local area have improved, would
you say they've gotten worse, or do you say they've stayed about the same?

2/3rd.s (63%)of St. Cloud area residents believe conditions have stayed the same over the past
year, about one of ten (12%) think they have improved, while about two of ten (19%) believe
race relations have gotten worse. When asked to look at a ten year view 31 % say better, 21 % say
worse but 15% said they don't know. About two of ten non-whites (22%) say improve over the
past year compared to 11 % of whites but again there is a small number of non-white
respondents. Higher educated respondertts are a bit more likely to say relations have gotten
worse over the· past year ( about 25% of college graduates) then are residents who have less than
nine years of education (9% ).

26.) For the next series.of items we would like you to think of a scale of l to 7, in which I is "not at all" and 7
means "enormous", how difficult do you think it is for people who are not white to feel they are welcome in your
local area or community?
27.) Again using the scale, how much of a racial problem is there in your local area?
28.) Again using the 1-7 scale, to what extent do you feel there is a racial problem in your work place? (IF

RESPONDENT DOESN'T WORK OUTSIDE OF THEIR HOME-CODE THIS AS 8-DON'T KNOW OR NOT
APPLICABLE)
29.) And how about racial problems in your local area schools?
30.) Finally, how about area public places such as stores and malls-using the 1-7, scale how much harassment or
discrimination do racial minorities experience in area stores and mails?

For questions 26-30, respondents were asked to think of a 1-7 scale in which 1 is "not at all"
and 7 means "enormous." This is called a Likert scale and in this analysis don't knows are
excluded. As the accompanying chart indicates the issue that respondents gave the highest score
is for the question of non-whites feeling welcome (4); 3.1 for how much harassment or
discrimination racial minorities experience in area stores and malls; 2.9 for how much of a racial
problem is there in your local area; 2.8 for racial problems in local area schools and only a 2 for
do respondents feel there is a racial problem in their work place.
Overall respondents do not think there is an enormous problem for the five areas. Generally
younger residents are more likely to see more problems in all areas then are older residents. In a
different question format that asked how well respondents thought minorities were treated in
their community (the same as whites, not very well or badly), the 1991 SCSU Survey found 31 %
of St. Cloud area said not well or badly compared to 28% of Twin Cities metro area residents.
These items deal with respondents who are almost all white and probably do not reflect the
reality for minority groups. If an analysis could be done of a large enough sample of minorities
who are more likely to encounter difficulties we would expect to see significant and strong
differences:

31.) Thank you. Do you interact regularly with members of another race outside of your residence?
32.) When you were growing up, did your family ever have someone of a different race as a guest in your home?
33.) How about now: have you ever entertained someone of a different race in your home (WITHIN PAST 1-3

YRS)?

The next series of questions are designed to get a rough measure of interactions between races.
On first blush it appears that respondents overstate their interactions with members of other
races. About two thirds said they have entertained someone of a different race in their home
(63% ); about the same percent say they interact regularly with members of another race outside
of their residence (61 % ); while about half (49%) respond that when they were growing up their
family had someone of a different race as a guest in their home. However these interactions may
be fleeting and race is broadly defined. For respondents it means whites, African Americans,
Latinos, Asian Americans and Native Americans and for a some it appears to mean -a few other
classifications.
A 1993 Southern Focus Survey indicated 72% of Southerners had entertained a different race
guest in their own home and 46% had a different race guest in their home when they were
growing up. In the Southern states about 80% are white compared to about 97% in the St. Cloud
area.
There are some demographic differences. For interaction outside of their residence almost eight
of ten residents whose occupations are classified as professionals say they interact compared to
about half of service workers, those in skilled labor occupations and about one third of retirees.
There ·seems to be less interaction the farther respondents live outside of the City of St. Cloud.
71 % of 18-24 year olds say they interact regularly compared to 28% of residents 65 and older.

GHA.R'U•.THIR'UEEN/~OUT HE
34.) If you could get your local neighbors and officials to do one thing to improve racial conditions in your local
community, what if anything, would you like them to do? (PROBE FOR ONE RESPONSE)

A very large minority of area residents (40%) could not think of a response. There were sixty
different categories and as shown in the accompanying chart these were categorized into about
ten general categories. After the don' t know category of 40% the leading responses are:
responses that indicate that there should be attempts to seek equally for all (8%); 7% mentioned
the need for educational efforts and the same percent state that residents need to get to know
each other; 4% believe attempts need to be made to develop a sense of community and the same
percentage are of the opinion that the area needs open minds; three percent believe the area
needs more interaction; 3% state there is a need for more community involvement; lastly 3%
gave responses that put the onus on minorities to "behave" or leave.
The lack of consensus or commitment could indicate openness to proposals that could be
forthcoming as most are not tied to any one approach. It may also indicate a difficulty with open
end questions as some respondents aren' t able to quickly articulate a response.

35.) Thank you. Now let's switch to proposals suggested by some to try to improve racial relations in the St. Cloud
area. For each would you please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the proposal.
How about doing more to create economic opportunities such as jobs and business opportunities for racial
minorities
36.) The next proposal is to do more to improve educational opportunities for minorities in area schools.
37.) Another proposal is for trying to make sure that racial minorities are not harassed or discriminated against in
local public areas such as stores and malls.
38. ) Another proposal is to make sure that racial minorities are treated fairly by area law enforcement officials and
departments.
39.) The final proposal is to try to make sure that minorities are not discriminated against as they try to obtain
housing in your local area.

The purpose of these questions is to get an indication of resident's views on some strategies
suggested by some in order to improve racial relations in the St. Cloud area. They are admittedly
general and not comprehensive. It is clear there is majority support for all five areas. The
strongest support is for ending housing discrimination and to make sure that racial minorities are
treated fairly by area law enforcement officials and departments, as almost nine of ten (88 %)
either strongly agreeing or agreeing with these positions. There is almost the same degree of
support for eliminating discrimination in public areas such as stores and malls (84% ). About two
thirds (68%) support improving educational opportunities and the same percentage support
improved economic opportunities. About one fourth disagrees or disagree strongly in the area of
economic and educational opportunities while less than one of ten strongly disagrees or
disagrees with the other three proposals.
No significant differences in support for the proposals among the various demographic
categories are found with the exceptions of age and education and in length of residence
(economic and housing only). Younger, newer, higher educated residents .are more likely to
strongly agree or agree with all the proposals then are older, less educated respondents and
residents who have lived in the area longer. For example, 83% of residents who have lived in
their local area five years or less strongly agree or agree with the improving economic
opportunity's proposal compared to 61 % of those who have lived in their area thirty years or
more.

Final Thoughts:
Some people think the St. Cloud area is more progressi~e than others because of the four
colleges and a large retail/professional base. Others claim that as the area is 98% white it should
be referred to as "White Cloud" and claim the area is less tolerant and more racist than others.
Neither is the case. For better or worse, right or wrong, on survey items related to community
and race the St. Cloud area is pretty much like the rest of the country.
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IS DIFFERENCE IN JOBS/INCOM/HOUSING FOR SOME MINORITY GROUPS
BECAUSE THEY LACK MOTIVATION TO PULL THEMSELVES OUT OF POVERTY
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ST. CLOUD AREA RESIDENTS' VIEWS ON CONDITION OF
RACE RELATIONS IN THEIR LOCAL AREA
DURING PAST YEAR AND OVER PAST 10 YEARS
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1-7 RATING SCALE VIEWS OF AREA RESIDENTS ON
VARIOUS RACIAL ISSUES
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INTERACTION OF AREA ADULTS WITH MEMBERS OF ANOTHER RACE
INTERACT REGULARLY OUTSIDE OF HOME; DIFFERENT RACE IN OWN HOME WHEN GROWING UP AND ENTERTAIN IN
OWN HOME (1 -3 YRS)
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ST. CLOUD AREA ADULTS RESPONSES ON ONE THING THEY WOULD LIKE LOCAL NEIGHBORS AND OFFICIALS DO TO
IMPROVE RACIAL CONDITIONS IN THEIR LOCAL COMMUN ITY.
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ST. CLOUD TIMES STUDY MAY, 1995

INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _
INTERVIEWERINTERVIEWERINTERVIEWER-

DATE-_ _ __
DATE-_ _ __
DATE-_ _ __
DATE-_ _ _ __

ID. NO- _ _ _

Hello, my name is_ _ _ _ _ at St. Cloud State University. I am calling from our survey research center in St. Cloud. We are
conducting a study of residents of your area in order to determine how residents feel about various issues. // Your telephone number
was drawn by a computer in a random sample of the entire St. Cloud area.

[USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this a residential phone? [IF
,TERMINATE WITH,.E.G.:] I'm sorry I have the wrong place.

NO,

It is important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in others so that the results will truly represent all the
people in the area. According to the method used by our university I need to interview the oldest male 18 years of age or older who
Jives in your household.
May I speak with that person?
[IF YES-START INTERVIEW]

I
I [WHEN SELECTED PERSON
I ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTIONI BUT NOT SCREEN]
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\II

\II

START INTERVIEW

The questions I need to ask should
take a few minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any question about the study either
now or later. Also, this interview is
confidential and completely voluntary.
If we should come to any question
which you don' t want to answer. just
let me know, and we'll go on to the
next question.

NO

I
\J/
When may I call back to reach him?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is his first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME] We only need the
person's first name; the last name isn' t necessary.
[IF NO MALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR OLDEST FEMALE]

(NAME)

[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL-BACK]

r

r

NA=NO ANS . B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NOT ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTEXPLAIN-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CB=CALLBACK(GET TIME/DAY-FIRST NAME) R=REFUSAL-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (WHY)
OT=OTHER(EXPLAIN) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CC.=COMPLETED CALL. IF A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW. IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A.M.-LEA VE MESSAGE ON
MACHINE
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ST. CLOUD TIMES STUDY

INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _
INTERVIEWERINTERVIEWERINTERVIEWER-

MAY, 1995

DATE-_ _ _ __
DATE-_ _ _ __
DATE-_ _ __
DATE-_ _ _ __

ID. NO- _ _ _

Hello, my name is_ _ _ _ _ at St. Cloud State University. I am calling from our survey research center in St. Cloud. We are
conducting a study of residents of your area in order to determine how residents feel about various issues. // Your telephone number
was drawn by a computer in a random sample of the entire St. Cloud area.

[USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this a residential phone? [IF
TERMINATE WITH, E.G. :] I'm sorry I have the wrong place.

NO,

It is important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in others so that the

results will truly represent all the
people in the area. According to the method used by our university I need to interview the youngest male 18 years of age or older
who lives in your household.
May I speak with that person?
[IF YES-START INTERVIEW]

I
I [WHEN SELECTED PERSON
I ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTION! BUT NOT SCREEN]
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\j/
\j/
START INTERVIEW

The questions I need to ask should
take a few minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any question about the study either
now or later. Also, this interview is
confidential and completely voluntary.
If we should come to any question
which you don ' t want to answer, just
let me know, and we'll go on to the
next question.

NO

I

\j/
When may I call back to reach him?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is his first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME] We only need the
person's first name; the last name isn' t necessary.

[IF NO MALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR YOUNGEST FEMALE]

(NAME)

[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL-BACK]

r

r

NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NOT ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTEXPLAIN-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CB=CALLBACK(GET TIME/DAY-FIRST NAME) R=REFUSAL-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (WHY)
OT=OTHER(EXPLAIN) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CC=COMPLETED CALL. IF A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW. IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A.M.-LEA VE MESSAGE ON
MACHINE
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ST. CLOUD TIMES STUDY

INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _

MAY, 1995
ID. NO- _ _ _

DATE-_ __ _ _
DATE-_ _ _ __
DATE-_ _ _ __
DATE-_ _ _ __

Hello, my name is_ _ _ _ _ at St. Cloud State University. I am calling from our survey research center in St. Cloud. We are
conducting a study of residents of your area in order to determine how residents feel about various issues. // Your telephone number
was drawn by a computer in a random sample of the entire St. Cloud area.

[USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this a residential phone? [IF
,TERMINATE WITH, E.G.:] I'm sorry I have the. wrong place.

NO,

It is important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in others so that the results will truly represent all the
people in the area. According to the method used by our university I need to interview the oldest female 18 years of age or older who
lives in your household.
May I speak with that person?
[IF YES-START INTERVIEW]

I.
I [WHEN SELECTED PERSON
I ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTIONI BUT NOT SCREEN]
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
\II
\II
START INTERVIEW

The questions I need to ask should
take a few minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any question about the study either
now or later. Also, this interview is
confidential and completely voluntary.
If we should come to any question
which you don' t want to answer, just
let me know, and we'll go on to the
next question.

r

NO

,,,I

When may I call back to reach her?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is her first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME] We only need the
person's first name; the last name isn' t necessary.
[IF NO MALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR OLDEST MALE]

(NAME)

[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL-BACK]

r

r

NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NOT ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTEXPLAIN-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CB=CALLBACK(GET TIME/DAY-FIRST NAME) R=REFUSAL-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(WHY)
OT=OTHER(EXPLAIN) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CC=COMPLETED CALL. IF A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW. IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A.M.-LEA VE MESSAGE ON
MACHINE
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ST. CLOUD TIMES STUDY

MAY, 1995
ID. NO- _ _ _

INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _ DATE-_ _ _ __
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _ DATE-_ _ _ __
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _ DATE-_ _ _ __
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _ DATE-_ _ _ __

Hello, my name is_ _ _ _ _ at St. Cloud State University. I am calling from our survey research center in St. Cloud. We are
conducting a study of residents of your area in order to determine how residents feel about various issues. // Your telephone number
was drawn by a computer in a random sample of the entire St. Cloud area.

;!) [USEONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this a residential phone? [IF
}IERMINArTEiWITH, E.G.:] I'm sorry I have the wrong place.

NO,

It is important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in others so that the results will truly represent all the
people in the area. According to the method used by our university I need to interview the youngest female 18 years of age or older
who lives in your household.
May I speak with that person?
[IF YES-START INTERVIEW]

I
I [WHEN SELECTED PERSON
I ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTIONI BUT NOT SCREEN]
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
\II
\II
START INTERVIEW
The questions I need to ask should
take a few minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any question about the study either
now or later. Also, this interview is
confidential and completely voluntary.
If we should come to any question
which you don' t want to answer, just
let me know, and we'll go on to the
next question.

NO

I

\II
When may I call back to reach her?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is her first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HA VE IT
AND SHOW PRO NUN CIA TION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME] We only need the
person's first name; the last name isn't necessary.
[IF NO MALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR YOUNGEST MALE]

(NAME)

[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL-BACK]

r
NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NOT ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTEXPLAIN-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CB=CALLBACK(GET TIME/DAY-FIRST NAME) R=REFUSAL-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(WHY)
OT=OTHER(EXPLAIN) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CC=COMPLETED CALL. IF A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW. IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A.M.-LEAVE MESSAGE ON
MACHINE

MAY, 1995

ST. CLOUD TIMES COMMUNITY SURVEY

I.D.-

As part of this stutly we are interestetl in so me issues that affect people's lives-that is views of adults about vari ous
issues involving your local community or area.
01.) All in all, do you think things in your local com munity or area are generally goi ng in the ri gh t direction , or <lo
you feel things have gotten off on the wrong track (AREA OR COMMUNITY MEANS WHAT THE
RESPONDENT THINKS-DO NOT DEFINE)?

1. RIG HT DIRECTION

2. NEUTRAL-VOL

3. WRONG TRACK---------------------------------.-------------

9. REFUSED

8. DON'T KNOW

02.) Thank you. What do you think is the single most important problem facing your local area or community
today? [PROBE FOR ONE SPECIFIC RESPONSE]
.

88. DON'T KNOW

66. NO PROB FACING

99. REFUSED

03.) Our next series of questions deal with some issues relating to your local neighborhood. Do yo u bel ong to any
group that tries to so lve individual or community problems?

1. YES

5.NO

8. DON'T KNOW

9. REFUSED---------------------------------------

04.) Thank you. I'm goi ng to read several statements that relate to local communities an<l ask yo u to please tell me
if you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statement. The first is-people in this
community really work hard together to get things done (REREAD CATEGORIES AS NECESSARY).

1. STRONGLY AGREE

8. DON'T KNOW

2. AGREE

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE-

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

05.) I feel very much that I bel ong in this community .

1. STRONGLY AGREE

8. DON'T KNOW

2. AGREE
9. REFUSED

06.) This used to be a better community to live in .

1. STRONGLY AGREE

8. DON 'T KNOW

2. AGREE
9. REFUSED

07.) At the present time , are you ~atisfie<l to stay where you are
area?
l. SATISFIED

2. LIKE TO MOVE

or

wo uld yo u like

lo

6. OTHER-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

move ill.l'.'fil from the St. Cl,iu<l

8. DK

9. REF.---- -

08.) Here 's so me different questions. On a nati onal average Blacks or African Americans have worse jobs, income,
and housing than white people. Do yo u think these differences are : (CIRCLE NUMBER)
YES
NO
DK
REF .
.) Mainly due to discrimination?-----------------------1
5
8
9-------------09.) Because most Blacks have less in-born ability
to Iearn?--------------------------------------------------

1

5

8

9---------------

10.) Because most Blacks don't have the chance for
education that it takes to rise out of poverty ?-----

1

5

8

9---------------

11.) Because most Blacks just don't have the motivation
or will power to pull themselves up out of poverty ?--

1

5

8

9----------------

-

12.) And here 's the same question but for Latinos or Hispanics. On a national average Latinos and Hi s panics have
worse jobs, income, and housing than white people. Do yo u think these differences are: (Cl RCLE NUM BER)
YES
NO
DK
REF .
. ) Mainly due to discrimination ?--------------------1
5
8
9---------------13.) Because most Latinos have less in-born ability
to learn?-----------------------------------------------14.) Because most Latinos don't have the chance for
education that it takes to rise out of poverty?-----

◄

1

5

8

9----------------

1

5

8

9----------------

15.) Because most Latinos just don't have the motivation
1
or will power to pull themselves up out of poverty ?-

5

8

9 ---------------

16.) On a national average Native Americans or American Indians have wo rse jobs, income, and hous ing than white
people. Do you think these differences are : (CIRCLE NUMBER)
YES
NO
DK
REF .
. ) Mainly due to discrimination ?------------- ----------1
5
8
9---------------17.) Because most Nati ve Americans have less
in-born ability to learn ?---------------------------------

5

8

9---------------- -

18.) Because most Native Americans don't have the chance
for education that it takes to rise out of poverty?--l

5

8

9---------------- -

19.) Because most Native Americans j ust don 't have the
motivation or will power to pull themse lves up out of
poverty ?--------------· ---------------------------------------

5

8

9------------- ---

20.) On a national average so me Asian Americans groups have worse jobs, income, and housing than white pcopk.
Do yo u think these differences are (CIRCLE NUM BER)
YES
NO
DK
REF .
. ) Mainly due to discrimination ?------~------------l
5
8
9----------------

21-.) Because most Asian Americans have let;s
in-born abi Ii ty to learn?---------------------------

1

5

9----------------

22.) Because most Asian Americans don 't have the chance
for education that it takes to rise out of poverty ?--l

5

9----------------

23.) Because most Asian Americans just don 't have the motivation
or will power to pull themselves up out of poverty 7 --- l

5

8

9----------------

.,

24.) During the past vear, would you say race relati ons in yo ur local area ha ve impro ved, wo uld you say th ey've
gotten worse, or would you say they ' ve stayed about thi.: same''

1. IMPROVED

2. WORSE

3. SAME

4. NO D[FFERENT RACES 8. DK

9. REF.----------------

·25.) And what about during the past /0 vears, would you say race relati ons in yo ur loc al area ha ve impro ved, wo uld
you say they've gotten worse, or do you say they've stayed about the same '!
1. IMPROVED

2. WORSE

3. SAME

4. NO DlFFERENT RACES 8. DK 9. REF.-----------------

26.) For the next series of items we would like you to think of a scale of I to 7, in which I is "not at all" and 7
means "enormous", how difficult do you think it is for 'people who are not white to feel they are we lc ome in yo ur
local area or community? (REPEAT SC1-\ LE lvlEANING AS NECESSARY)
8. DON'T KNOW

9. REFUSED

27.) Again using th e scale, how much of a raci al pro bl em is there in yo ur loca l area ·1

8. DON'T KNOW

'9.

I~ FUSE 0-------------------------------------------------

28.) Again using the 1-7 scale, to what extent do you foel there is a .racia l pro blem in your wo rk pl ace'? ( IF
RESPONDENT DOESN 'T WORK OUTSIDE OF THEIR IJ01HE-CODE THIS ,\S 8-DON'T KN OW OR NOT

APPLICABLE)
8. DON'T KNOW

9.

REFUSE 0--------------------------------------------------

29.) And how about racial problem s in your local area sc hoo ls'!
8. DON'T KNOW

9. REFUSE 0-- --- ---------------------------- ----- --- ----- ---

30.) Finall y, how about area pub I ic.: places such as sto res and mall s- usin g the I -7, scale how much ha rass ment or
discrimination do raci al min oriti es ex pe rien c.:e 1n area sto res and mall s·>
8. DON 'T KNOW

9. REFUSE 0-------------------------------------------------

31.) Thank you. Do yo u interact reg ul arl y wi th me ni be rs of anoth er rac.:c 11 uhide o f yo ur rc sidenc.:e ·.1

1. YES

5. NO

8. DON 'T KNOW

9. REF USED---------------------------------------

32.) When you we re grow in g up , di d yo ur fam ily eve r h:1vi.: ,c ,111conc ll l a dillcrcn t r:1cc

I. YES

5. NO

8. DON ' T KNOW

:h

,t :,:ue~t in yo ur ho111c ·1

9. REF USED-------------------------- ----------- --

33.) How about now : ha ve you eve r e ntertain ed somco rn.: of a d11lcrcn t r:tc.:c in you r hrn nc 111' /'f'lll.V l '.\S 'f'

1. YES

5. NO

8. DON 'T KNOW

l- 3

rnsi •

9. REFUSE I)----------------------------------------

34.) If you could ge t your local neighbors and nfti c.: ials to do on..: thin g to rmpro vi.: rac.: ial co ndi ti ons in you r loca l
community, what if anythin g, would you like th em to do·1 ( PROBH FOR ON E RESPONSE)

66. NOTHING

88. DON ' T KNOW

99. REF US ED

(-,\

•
35.) Thank you. Now let's switch to proposals suggested by some to try to improve racial relations in the St. Clouu
area. For each woulJ you please tell me if you strongl y agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagrel! with the proposal.
How about doing more to create economic opportunites such as jobs and busi ness opportunities for racial
minorities

( REREAD CATEGORIES AS NECESS11RY)
2. AGREE

l. STRONGLY AGREE

8. DON 'T KNOW

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

36.) The next proposal is to do more to improve educational opportunities for minorities in area schools.

2. AGREE

l. STRONGLY AG REE
8. DON'T KNOW

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

37.) Another proposal is for trying to make sure that racial minorities are not harassed or discriminated against in
local public areas such as stores and malls.

2. AGREE

I.STRONGLY AG REE
8. DON 'T KNOW

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

38.) Another proposal is to make sure that racial minorities are treated fairly by area law enforcement offici:ils and
de partments.
2. AGREE

1. STRONGLY AGREE
8. DON 'T KNOW

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

39.) The final proposal is to try to make sure that minorities are not discriminated against as they try to obtain
housing in your local area.

1. STRONGLY AG REE
8. DON 'T KNOW

2. AG REE

3. DISAGREE

4. STRONGLY DISAGREE

9. REFUSED

40.) Thank you. The following questions are primaril y fo r statistical analysis and to help us uetermine if we are
getting a random sample. You don 't have to answer all the questions but it will help us if you Jo . What :ige gro up
are yo u in? Are yo u...: [READ CATEGORIES-AS NECESSA RY]

I. 18-24

_2. 25-34

3. 35 -44

_4. 45-54

5. 55-64

6. 65+

9. REFUSED----------

41.) Do you presently ow n or rent the residence you presently live in '1
1. OWN 5. RENT

8. DON 'T KNOW

9. REF -M ISS-OTH -----------------------------

42.) How long have yo ur lived in the St. Cloud area? (ROUN D OFF TO WHOLE YEARS-ARE11 MEANS
ROUGHLY IN AN AREA /0-20 MILES IN AND AROUND OF ST. CLOUD)
88. DON 'T KNOW

99. REFUSED------

-

•

43.) Are you working now, temporarily laid off, unemployed , retired , a hou sehold manager, a student or what '>[IF
MORE THAN ONE: Wh_at Jo you consider yourself primarily?!

0

I . WORKING NOW-)GO TO QUESTION-44

2.LAIDOFF
3. UNEMPLOYED
4. RETIRED
5. DISABLED
9. REFUSED

SKIP TO QUEST/ON-45

44.) [IF WORKING:] What is your occupation, that is, what kind of work do you do for a living ?
88. DK

99. REFUSED -----------------------------

45.) What was the last grade in school you completed?
1. LESS THAN 9

2. 9-11 YEARS

3. 12 YEARS 4. POST HIGH-NO COLL

5. 13-15 (SOME COLL) 6. 16-COLL GRAD. 7. 16+--GRAD EDUCATION·----------------------------8. DON'T KNOW

9. REFUSED

46.) Would you please tell me the range which best"represents the total income, before taxes, of all immediate
family li ving in you r household ? [READ LIST UNTIL STOPPED IF NECESSARY]

01. under $10,000

05 . $25-30 thousand

08 . $50-$100,000

02. $ I 0-15 thousand

06. $30-40tho usand

09 . $ I00,000+

03 . $15-20thousand

07 . S40-$50thousand

04. $20-$25 th ousand

88. DON'T KNOW 99. REFUSED

47. ) What race do yo u co nsider yo urself?
1. WHITE

2. BLACK/ AFR[CAN AMERICAN

4. LA TINO/HISPANIC

5. OTHER

3. NATIVE AMERICAN/ INDIAN
8. DK.

9. REFUSED

You have been very helpful. If yo u are interested in the resul ts of this stud y yo u 111ay co nt act the Dr. Steve Fran k at
St. Cl oud State Uni versit y in about two months. Good-By .
48.) OBTAlfl{ FROM CONTACT SHEET-RESPONDENT SEX I. MALE
49.) CE1VSUS

5. FEMALE-----------------------

CODE--------------------------------------------------------·-------·--··--------------------------·-----·--------

1NTE RVIE WE R-C HECK OVER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETENESS, ACCURACY, ,\ ND
LEGIBILITY. PLEASE DESCRIBE BELOW AND BRING TO A DIRECTOR 'S ATTENTION ANY
PROBLEMS WITH THE INTERVIEW, SUCH AS DIFFICULT QUESTIONS, CODING PROBLEMS, ETC.
INSERT CONTACT S HEET FOR THIS SCHEDULE INSIDE THE SCHEDULE

